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The importance of the Creative Industries to the UK

“It always amazes me that wherever you travel, the impact of the UK’s creativity 
in music, literature, theatre, film, television, video games, fashion and design is 
enjoyed by people of different nationalities and cultures.  However, beyond 
giving immeasurable pleasure and enjoyment, the creative industries are vital 
to our economic success.  They are an important driver of growth, investment 
and tourism.  They provide £1.7 million jobs and contribute £76.9bn to the 
economy – that’s £8.8m an hour or £146,000 every minute.  It’s also a very 
dynamic sector, currently growing thee times faster than other industry sectors.  

Ian Livingtstone CBE
Co-founder Games Workshop

Foreword, Nottingham Intellectual Property Guide for Creatives 
May 2015
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UKIPO Fast Forward 2014 Competition 

“£750,000 available to fundnew ways to raise IP 

awareness and turn innovative ideas into reality”

NLS awarded £69,000
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A Series of Five Creative IP Workshops

Design June 2014 : Product, textiles/fashion and graphics

Performance October 2014 : Music, theatre, dance, circus and comedy

Moving Images & Broadcasting 

November 2014 : Film, TV and Radio

Interactive Media and Writing 

January 2015: Games, web, mobile, software, literature and journalism

Art and Image February 2015: Photography, fine art, decorative arts and architecture
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About the project

• Designed for businesses and students in the creative industries. 

• Aim is to equip them with a better understanding of how to more effectively 
protect, manage and exploit ideas and intellectual property (IP).

• Provide practical client contact experience to NLS students

• Through a series of themed workshops, industry experts, experienced 
lawyers, entrepreneurs and Nottinghamshire creative businesses were 
invited to share their knowledge and experience on the challenges, pitfalls 
and opportunities of working in the creative sector.
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• Companies and graduates with business ideas were offered the 
opportunity to benefit from pro bono legal advice clinics, 
delivered by students of Nottingham Law School, guided by 
experienced IP lawyers and NTU staff.

• The project concluded with the publication of the Nottingham IP 
Guide for Creatives drawn from the lessons learned during this 
innovative project.
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The Nottingham Creative IP Project highlighted….

The lack of IP knowledge, not only for those involved in the 
creative industries who need a basic awareness of how to identify, 

protect and exploit IP 

BUT

also amongst law students 

who were often unaware of its importance as a form of property
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Nottingham Intellectual  Property Guide for Creatives
Launched on 27 May 2015

• It draws from those events to provide simple and accessible understanding of IP 
to help creatives safeguard their ideas and businesses. 

• The Guide demonstrates how IP applies in the creative industries context 
through case studies.  

• It also provides advice about how to prepare when entering a collaborative 
project or meeting a lawyer.

• Free copies are available from Estelle.paley@ntu.ac.uk
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Led to a second project:

UK Intellectual Property Office 

StudentshIP Enterprise Awards 2015

NLS awarded £24,980
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“IP Health Checks” 
Art & Design Degree Show Festival 

2015

Held 1-5 June 2015

Newton Building

Run by NLS staff and students
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The UKIPO online IP Health Check tool

The IP Health Check will help clients find out:

• If you have IP to protect.
• Whether you own it and, if you don’t, who does.
• How to protect it, and whether you should.
• How you can exploit it commercially.
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NLS Legal Advice Centre

Aims and objectives:

Provide a reliable and high standard of  legal advice 
and information, and 

Provide practical experience for all NLS law students 
undertaking professional legal training.
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Clinical Legal Education Issues

• Graduates, entrepreneurs and small businesses 
were offered the opportunity to benefit from pro 
bono legal advice clinics, delivered by students of 
Nottingham Law School, guided by experienced IP 
lawyers and NTU staff. 

• The project was a  tool to develop the student 
awareness, literacy and understanding of IP issues
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NLS Legal Advice Centre, Chaucer Building Level 1
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The UKIPO online IP Health Check tool

How law students were involved:

• Started the IP Health Check by simply entering the 
client’s email details 

• Assisted the client to answer a series of simple 
questions.

• A tailored Confidential Report was created for them. 
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The UKIPO online IP Health Check tool

Split into 9 IP modules:

Trade marks
Trade marks overseas
Patents
Copyright
Designs
Confidential information
Licensing your intellectual property
Franchising
Enforcement
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How the IP Legal Advice worked to promote 
access

Art and Design students attended the stands staffed by
law students at the Degree Shows. Qualified NLS staff will
be supervised (2.00 to 4.30 pm – 1st to 5th June 2015).

Law Students assisted Art & Design students to complete
the UKIPO “IP Health Check” - results were emailed to
them.

If students identified a particular legal problem, they
completed a New Client Appointment Summary and
identifed slots when the client would be available.
LAC confirmed if they could offer further legal advice.
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How the IP Legal Advice worked to promote 
access

• Advice sessions will take place on 22nd and 23rd June in the
Legal Advice Centre.

• 4 appointments in total following 11 healthchecks

• Students will sit in on the interviews, take notes, prepare an
attendance note of the interview and undertake follow-up.

• This will be saved on the client file on the Legal Advice Centre.
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Reform to the LLB curriculum

• These projects led us to consider possible reform of the
Qualifying Law Degree with respect to the property law
curricula.
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Intellectual  Property Project

Scope for further development
• The Guide – publication on the Legal Advice Centre website as well as printed. 

Something which will need to be updated. An example of Public Legal Education 
(see http://www.pleas.org.uk/index.html for 2007 report) but also a 
(potentially) on-going project.

• Runs into other PLE projects within the Legal Advice Centre – Streetlaw TM      ,  Prison 
Education Project, other rights projects (e.g FGM awareness).
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Intellectual  Property Project

Scope for further development

• Centre website to host a series of PLE resources (e.g. qLegal, QMU London), 
developed by students under staff supervision (credit or non-credit), recognising 
clear legal need, delivering reliable, high quality information from  a respected, 
trusted source;

• Potential to develop further to courses (MOOCs, paid for credit and non-credit 
bearing modules) which enable people to better assert their rights – including 
our own students (e.g.  Art, Design, Fashion etc.)
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